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Abstract
This paper presents recent advances in knowledge on wave loads, based on experimental work carried out
in the CIEM / LIM large flume at Barcelona within the framework of the VOWS (Violent Overtopping by
Waves at Seawalls) project. Both quasi-static and impact wave forces from the new data set have been
compared with predictions by empirical and analytical methods. The scatter in impact forces has been found
to be large over the whole range of measurements, with no existing method giving especially good
predictions. Based on general considerations, a simple and intuitive set of prediction formulae has been
introduced for quasi-static and impact forces, and overturning moments, giving good agreement with the new
measurements. New prediction formulae have been compared with previous measurements from physical
model tests at small and large scale, giving satisfactory results over a relatively wide range of test conditions.
The time variation of wave impacts is discussed, together with pressure distribution up the wall, which show
that within experimental limitations the measured pressures are within existing limits of previous study
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1. Introduction
It has long been recognised that wave loads on vertical seawalls and breakwaters (including steeply-battered
and composite walls) may vary between slowly-acting, ‘pulsating’ loads, and more intense but shorter lasting
‘impact’ (or ‘impulsive’) loads. Loads from non-breaking (pulsating) waves can be predicted with reasonable
confidence by empirical formulae, but wave impact loads have always been troublesome to designers, as
impact loads can be 10-50 times greater in magnitude than pulsating loads, see Kirkgoz (1982) Allsop et al
(1996c) or McKenna (1997). Very short duration loads may, however, not persist for long enough to cause
any noticeable movement or damage, so wave impact loads are not always explicitly or appropriately treated
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in design or analysis. Improved awareness in recent years of the occurrence and effects of wave impact
loads, including failures (Oumeraci, 1994; Franco, 1994), has focused attention on the need to include
dynamic responses to wave impact loads in the analysis of loadings (see, e.g. Oumeraci et al., 2001 and
Allsop, 2000). Recent experimental work has therefore focused more strongly on recording and analysing
violent wave impacts.
This paper reports measurements of impulsive wave loads on a steeply-battered (10:1) wall from tests in the
large wave flume at Barcelona under the Violent Overtopping by Waves at Seawalls (VOWS) project. From
those loads, it derives a set of simple formulae for prediction of wave loads on vertical and near-vertical walls
with steep foreshores, subject to breaking waves.
A short literature review is summarised in §2, including historical contributions from the beginning of the 20th
Century. The new experiments are described in §3 and measurements compared to methods in literature
(§4). Based on the analysis of relative importance of the main parameters (§5), a new set of formulae is
introduced for both impact (§6) and quasi-static (§7) loads and compared with the new set of measurements.
Based on the Mitsuyasu “compression model law” (1966), a semi-empirical scaling method is applied to
impact pressures at different scales (§8) then predictions of impact forces by the new formulae are compared
to measurements from physical model tests under the PROVERBS research project at both small and large
scale.
Semi-empirical expressions for the distribution of positive (shoreward) quasi-static pressures up the wall are
also presented in §9. Pressure and force impulses recorded during physical model tests are compared with
prediction by pressure impulse theory, and a semi-empirical relation is given for the estimation of impact risetimes corresponding to a given impact magnitude (§10). Finally, conclusions and an assessment of the next
challenges are given in §11.

2. Literature review
Much research has been carried out on wave forces on sea walls since Stevenson (1874) and Gaillard
(1904) conducted the first observational studies at the end of the 19th century. Despite efforts by
researchers worldwide, assessment of wave loads to be used in design of breakwaters or seawalls subject
to breaking wave attack is still an open issue, mainly due to the highly stochastic nature of wave impact
forces. Under the European PROVERBS project, Oumeraci et al. (2001) summarise work on wave loads with
suggested method for quasi-static and impulsive loads. Cuomo (2005) reviewed prediction methods for
wave-induced forces on coastal structures, including caisson breakwaters and seawalls. A brief summary is
given of selected works by previous researchers.
Based on field measurements, Hiroi (1920) suggested the following tentative prediction formula for the
average wave pressure from non-breaking waves:

P = 1.5 ⋅ ρ ⋅ g ⋅ H D

(1)

where HD is the design wave height. The methodology assumes that the pressure given by Equation 1 acts
uniformly over the full height of an upright section, or to an elevation of 1.25 times the wave height above the
s.w.l., whichever is less.
Sainflou (1928) found good agreement between field measurements of wave pressures on vertical walls with
those predicted by non-linear theory for standing (i.e. non breaking) regular waves. Whilst still useful for
pulsating wave loads, Sainflou’s method do not give impulsive loads.
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Work by Bagnold (1939) laid foundations for much subsequent research on wave impacts on coastal
structures. Impact pressures were observed to vary greatly even for fixed nominal conditions, but the
pressure impulse (defined as the integral of pressure over time) was far more repeatable. Bagnold noted the
importance of entrained air, observing that pressures were greatest when the amount of air trapped by the
wave as it met the wall was least, but not zero.
Minikin (1963), used Bagnold's piston model to develop a prediction method for the estimation of local wave
impact pressures caused by waves breaking directly onto a vertical breakwater or seawall. Minikin's formula
for wave impact forces on vertical walls has been written:

Fh,imp

101 ρ ⋅ g ⋅ H D2 ⋅ d
=
⋅
⋅ (d + D )
LD ⋅ D
3

(2)

where LD is the design wave length, D is the water depth at distance LD from the structure, d is the water
depth at the toe of the structure and 101 = πg is a debated conversion factor from American to S.I. units.
More recent studies (Allsop et al. 1996c) demonstrated Minikin's formula as above to be qualitatively
incorrect, since Fh,imp in Equation 2 decreases with increasing incident wave length LD. as well as
dimensionally inconsistent.
Goda (1974) developed new formulae for wave loads on vertical breakwaters based on a broad set of
laboratory data and theoretical considerations (Goda 1967). Further work by Tanimoto et al. (1976),
Takahashi et al. (1993) and Takahashi & Hosoyamada (1994) extended the original method by Goda
accounting for the effect of a berm, sloping top, wave breaking and incident wave angle. The prediction
method by Goda (2000) represents the benchmark in the evolution of physically rational approaches to the
assessment of wave loads at walls.
Blackmore & Hewson (1984) carried out full scale measurements of wave impacts on a seawall in the South
of West England using modern measuring and recording equipment. Comparison of new data-sets with
previous experiments and prediction formulae proved that impact pressures in the field are generally lower
then those measured during laboratory tests, mainly due to the high percentage of air entrained. Based on
their observations, the authors developed the following prediction formula for average pressures under
broken waves:
2
pi = λ ⋅ ρ ⋅ csw
⋅T
(3)
where the aeration factor

λ has dimension of [s-1] and accounts for the percentage of air entrainment, T is

the wave period and csw is the shallow water wave celerity. British Standard code of practice for marine
structures (BS 6349) suggests evaluating wave impact pressures on sea-walls by means of Equation 3 using
-1
-1
λ = 0.3s and λ = 0.5s respectively for rough/rocky foreshores or regular beaches.
Kirkgoz (1982, 1983, 1990, 1992, 1995) performed two-dimensional experiments using regular waves forced
to break in front of a vertical wall by means of an approaching beach of variable slope. The author
distinguished among early breaking, late breaking and perfect breaking and highlighted the relative
importance of deep water wave steepness and beach slope on the maximum peak pressure and its position
up the wall. Impact pressures and forces were found to vary significantly for small changes in water depth at
the wall and to reduce drastically when an air pocket was entrapped between the wave front and the
structure.
Within PROVERBS physical model tests at large- and small-scale were run in the Large Wave Flume (GWK)
of Hannover, Germany and in the Deep Wave Flume (DWF) at HR Wallingford (HRW), Wallingford, UK.
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Analysis of large-scale tests led to results presented in Klammer et al. (1996) and Kortenhaus et al. (1994),
respectively in terms of horizontal wave impact and uplift loading. The smaller-scale HR Wallingford tests are
described in depth in Allsop et al. (1996a,b,c). The analysis of wave pressures and forces suggested the
development of a new prediction method for wave impact forces on vertical breakwaters (Allsop et al. 1996a
and Allsop & Vicinanza 1996). The method is recommended in Oumeraci et al. (2001) for preliminary design
and the British Standards (BS6349-1, 2000) and is expressed by:

Fh,imp = 15 ⋅ ρ ⋅ g ⋅ d 2 ⋅ (H si d )

3.134

(4)

where Hsi is the (design) significant wave height at the toe of the wall and d the water depth.
The advances in knowledge and prediction of wave loadings within PROVERBS led to a new procedure to
assess wave impact loads on vertical breakwaters or sea walls. The new methodology is the first to
quantitatively account for uncertainties and variability in the loading process and therefore represented a
step forward towards the development of a more rational and reliable design tool. Moving from the
identification of the main geometric and wave parameters, the method proceeds through 12 steps to
evaluate wave forces (landward, up-lift and seaward), together with the corresponding impact rise time and
pressure distribution up the wall. The new design methods are described in details in Allsop et al. (1999) and
Oumeraci et al. (2001). In the methodology it was shown that the maximum horizontal impact force could be
given by,

Fh,imp = F * h,imp ⋅ ρ ⋅ g ⋅ H b2

(5)
*

where Hb is the wave height at breaking (Oumeraci et al., 2001). The relative maximum wave force F
assumed to obey a Generalised Extreme Value (GEV) distribution, given by:

F * h,imp =

θ
⋅ (1 − ξ ⋅ ln P% ) + µ
ξ

h;imp

is

(6)

where: P% is the probability of non-excedance of impact forces (suggested value for P is 90%) and θ, ξ and µ
are the scale, shape and location parameters of the GEV pdf, given as a function of the bed slopes.
An analytical approach to the prediction of impact pressures on walls was performed by Cooker & Peregrine
(1990a, 1990b, 1995) leading to the development of a mathematical model for upper-limit impact pressures
based on the idea of "pressure-impulse". They solved a 2D boundary value problem for an idealised wave
hitting a vertical wall resulting in an unexpectedly violent motion characterised by very high velocities,
accelerations and therefore pressures. Influence of trapped air was further investigated by Topliss et al.
(1992) and Peregrine & Topliss (1994) assuming either a trapped air pocket or a bubbly mixture. More
recently, the "wave bounce back" model developed by Wood et al. (2000) assumes that air trapped during
wave impacts on seawalls will behave as an oscillating circular air bubble. The model has been found to
compare favourably with experimental data from experiments carried out respectively at the University of
Edinburgh and Adana (Wood et al. 2000; Kirkgoz & Mamak 2004).

3. Experimental setup, logging and analysis method
Experimental investigations (Figure 1) were undertaken in the large wave flume (CIEM / LIM) at Universitat
Politècnica de Catalunya in Barcelona, Spain. Access to the facility was via the EC FP5 Hydralab II project.
The experiments were designed for two purposes : (a) the quantification of scale-effects on overtopping of
vertical / battered walls, see results by Pearson et al. (2002) and, (b) the investigation of wave load
characteristics on the wall.
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The LIM wave flume is 100m long, 3m wide along its full length, and has an operating depth of up to 4m at
the absorbing-wedge paddle. The experiments were conducted on a 1:13 concrete approach beach (see
Figure 2). Each test used approximately 1000 irregular waves to a JONSWAP spectrum with γ = 3.3. Five
different water depths d were used ranging from 0.53m up to 1.28m. The test matrix of 39 different
conditions is summarised in Table 1, together with information relative to the whole set of experiments; three
structural configurations were tested, respectively: 10:1 steeply-battered wall (44 tests), vertical wall (18
tests) and vertical wall with wave-return wall (4 tests) for a total of 66 tests.

Figure 1
model tests.
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Table 1 Summary of test conditions. Where two series are listed together (e.g. 1A & 1B), the difference
between the series was only in the additional freeboard
Test
Series
1A & 1B

Configuration
Rc = 1.16m /
1.40m
d = 0.83m

Rc = 1.46m
d = 0.53m

1C

Figure 2

1D & 1E

Rc = 0.71m /
0.95m
d = 1.28m

1F & 1I

Rc = 1.38m /
1.42m
d = 0.82m

1G & 1H

Rc = 0.98m / 1.22
m
d = 1.22m

Nominal wave period Tm
[s]
2.56
3.12
3.29
3.64
1.98
1.98
2.56
3.12
3.29
3.64
1.97
2.54
3.12
3.65
2.6
3.15
3.4
3.8
3.15
3.4
3.8

Nominal wave height Hm0
[m]
0.48, 0.45, 0.37
0.60, 0.56, 0.39
0.67
0.60
0.25
0.25, 0.22
0.48, 0.45, 0.37, 0.23
0.63, 0.60, 0.56, 0.39
0.67
0.60
0.26, 0.23
0.44, 0.44, 0.35, 0.23
0.58, 0.50, 0.34
0.55
0.46
0.59, 0.51
0.59
0.51
0.59
0.59
0.51

Experimental set-up: overall view with pressure transducers.

The pressure distribution on the wall was recorded by eight Druck pressure transducers connected to a data
logging system. The transducers were fixed flush to the front face of the wall at a spacing of 0.2m and were
placed in a vertical array with the lower sensor located 0.1m above the bottom of the wall. Transducers were
logged at a frequency of 2000Hz. More detailed descriptions of the experimental setup are given in Pearson
et al. (2002).
The total horizontal force (Fh) and overturning moment (Mz) on the seaward face of the wall were computed
respectively as:

Fh = ∑k Pk ⋅ ∆z

M z = ∑k Pk ⋅ ∆z ⋅ z k
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where Pk is the pressure recorded by the k pressure transducer, ∆z = 0.20m is the distance up the wall
th
between two successive transducers, and zk is the absolute position of the k transducer up the wall,
including the top and the bottom sensors of the array. The array of pressure transducers reached well above
the s.w.l. allowing the description of pressure distribution all over the wall, for consistency, measurements
were extrapolated 0.1m above the top sensor of the array. Visualisation of pressure distribution as measured
from sensors up the wall (see §9) confirmed the array to cover the whole area of application of wave loads
and Equations 7 & 8 to provide an efficient evaluation of global wave forces acting on the wall.
th

An example load-time history extracted from the signal recorded during test under nominal wave condition
Hm0 = 0.48m, Tm = 2.56s, d = 0.83m, Rc = 1.16m is shown in Figure 3. The total (dimensionless) horizontal
force (top) is shown together with the (dimensionless) lever arm of the overturning moment about the toe of
the wall (bottom), evaluated for each time step as:

z/d =

Mz
d=
Fh

∑k Pk ⋅ ∆z ⋅ z k
∑k Pk ⋅ ∆z

d

(9)

An event was assumed to occur each time Fh or Pk up-crossed a threshold defined as, respectively:

Fmin = 0.2 ⋅ ρ g ⋅ d ⋅ H m 0
Pmin = 0.1 ⋅ ρ g ⋅ H m 0

(10)
(11)

For each pressure transducer location, the following parameters were extracted for each event from the
signal recorded by each pressure transducer (Pk, see Figure 4) as well as for the overall force (Fh) and
moments (Mz) according to the approach used in the PROVERBS project (McConnell & Kortenhaus, 1997):
 the time t0 corresponding to the beginning of the event (threshold up-crossing);
 the impact maximum

Pk ,imp , Fimp , M imp ;

 its corresponding rise time t r

(Pk ,imp ), t r (Fimp ) , t r (M imp ) ;

 the maximum quasi-static load

Pk ,qs + , Fqs + , M qs − ;

The following extra information has been extracted from each 1000 waves test:
 Horizontal forces: Fh,imp(1/250), Fh,qs+(1/250)
 Overturning moments: Mz,imp(1/250), Mz,qs+(1/250)
where the subscript (1/250) indicates that the corresponding parameter has been evaluated as the average
of the highest four events in a (nominally) 1000-wave test.
The distinction between impulsive and quasi-static loads was based on the relative duration of the loading. In
particular, “impacts” or “short-duration” loads are those that act on the structure for durations shorter or
comparable with the resonance period of the structure. Conversely, “quasi-static” (also called slowly-varying
or pulsating) loads are those that act on the structure for longer.

4. Comparison with existing prediction methods
Quasi-static horizontal (shoreward) forces as measured over the vertical face of the wall during the physical
model tests are compared to predictions by existing methods on the left-hand side of Figure 5. Measured
pulsating loads are compared with predictions by Hiroi (1920), Sainflou (1928) and Goda (1974). In the
interests of completeness, methods by Hiroi and Sainflou are applied assuming a design wave HD
HRPP488
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respectively equal to H1/3 or to

H max = min{H 1 / 250 = 1.8 ⋅ H 1 / 3 ; H b } , Hb being the breaker height at

distance 5 H1/3 from the wall after Goda (2000).
Use of Goda’s method gives the best predictions for the quasi-static forces over the whole range of
parameters tested. Other methods (Hiroi with HD = H1/3 and Sainflou with HD = Hmax) over-estimate quasistatic loads under “slightly breaking” conditions (Hm0/d < 0.6) while under-estimating quasi-static loads when
heavy breaking occurs (Hm0/d > 0.6). Hiroi’s method with HD = Hmax gives a generally conservative predictor.
Sainflou’s purely quasi-static method with HD = H1/3 largely under-estimates quasi-static forces over the
whole range of forces studied, with predictions diverging from measurements as Hm0/d increases.
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Figure 3
Example dimensionless time-history force recorded during the physical model tests (top),
together with its corresponding variation in time of the level arm (z) normalised with respect to the water
depth in front of the wall (d) (bottom).

Figure 4
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Figure 5
Quasi static positive (shoreward) wave forces (at significant level 1/250) on the seaward
face of the wall. Comparison between measurements and predictions by most established methods for
different values of design wave at increasing Hm0 / d.
Impulsive forces over the vertical face of the wall were also compared with a range of methods, including
those suggested in the Coastal Engineering Manual (Burcharth & Hughes, 2002), British Standards BS6349, and the guidelines from PROVERBS. Measured wave impact loads are compared with predictions by
Hiroi (1920), Minikin (1963), Goda (1974), Takahashi et al. (1994), Blackmore & Hewson (1984), Allsop &
Vicinanza (1996), and Oumeraci et al. (2001) in Figure 6.
The scatter is large for all the prediction methods used over the range of measured forces (note change in
scale from Figure 5 to 6). Points lying above an ordinate value of 1.0 represent unsafe predictions. Within the
range of conditions tested, use of existing prediction methods is generally
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Figure 6
Impact wave forces (at significant level 1/250) on the seaward face of the wall. Comparison
between measurements and predictions by most established methods
safe for relatively small impacts but might lead to significant under-estimation of the severest loadings.
Blackmore & Hewson’s method was derived using field measurements under mostly broken (thus highlyaerated) wave attack and its application is not rigorous in this context − confirmed on the left-hand side of
Figure 6, showing that Equation 3 under-estimates measured wave impacts.
As expected, methods by Goda (1974) and Takahashi et al. (1994) significantly underestimate measured
impulsive loads not surprising since neither method were developed to predict short-lasting impact forces, as
these were assumed to be damped by the dynamic response of the caisson.
The PROVERBS prediction method (right-hand side of Fig. 6) gives a generally safe prediction, but a
relatively large scatter in predictions is noticeable when the method is entered with different values of the
bed slope. Example calculations in Fig 6 have been derived entering Equation 6 with values of θ, ξ and µ
corresponding to bed slopes equal to 1:20 and 1:10. Assuming a bed slope of 1:20 gives the best estimate of
measured values, while using coefficients for bed slope of 1:10 results in a large overestimation of the loads.
Using Allsop & Vicinanza’s method (Equation 4), measured impacts fall between predictions arrived at by
assuming respectively HD = H1/3 and Hmax, with the two sets of predictions providing a (rather wide) lower and
upper limit of the loading. Use of Hiroi’s and Minikin’s methods (with HD = Hmax) also gives a relatively good
estimate of lowest impacts but significantly underestimates most severe impacts. Use of such methods
assuming HD = H1/3 is generally unsafe.

5. Relative importance of tested parameters
All tests at LIM / UPC Barcelona were conducted under impulsive or nearly-impulsive conditions. In order to
identify parameters to which wave loading of vertical structures subject to breaking wave attack were most
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sensitive, the relative effects of parameters (Hm0, Tm, d) on pulsating (both shoreward, Fh,qs+ and seaward Fh,qs)
and impulsive (Fh,imp) wave forces and corresponding overturning moments (respectively Mz,qs+, Mz,qs- and
Mz,imp) was investigated. The analysis was carried out to explore further the physical basis of the loading
process with the final aim of developing a more rational prediction tool, which would be refined and validated
by observations and data of previous research.
Relative importance of incident significant wave height (Hm0) on horizontal wave forces and moments on the
wall is shown in Figure 7 for different values of water depth at the structure d. As expected, both Fh and Mz
increase with increasing Hm0.
The relative importance of incident wavelength at the toe of the structure L(hS) for T=Tm on horizontal wave
force (Fh) and overturning moment (Mz) on the wall is shown in Figure 8 for different values of water depth at
the structure d. Both Fh and Mz increase with increasing L(hS). This is as expected, as increasing wavelength
also means increasing wave celerity, which results in increased shoreward kinetic energy and momentum.
Dependencies of wave forces and moments on Hm0/d and Hm0/hs are shown respectively in Figures 9 and 10.
As expected, shoreward wave loads increase for increasing Hm0/d and Hm0/hs.
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Figure 7
Relative importance of incident significant wave height Hm0 on positive (shoreward)
impulsive (left) and quasi static (right) forces Fh (top) and overturning moments Mz (bottom) at significance
level 1/250.
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Figure 8
Relative importance of wave length at the toe of the structure L(hs) (for T = Tm) on positive
(shoreward) impulsive (left) and quasi static (right) forces Fh (top) and overturning moments Mz (bottom) at
significance level 1/250.
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Figure 9
Relative importance of relative incident significant wave height Hm0/d on positive
(shoreward) impulsive (left) and quasi static (right) forces Fh (top) and overturning moments Mz (bottom) at
significance level 1/250.
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Figure 10
Relative importance of relative incident significant wave height Hm0/hs on positive
(shoreward) impulsive (left) and quasi static (right) forces Fh (top) and overturning moments Mz (bottom) at
significance level 1/250.
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Figure 11
Comparison of measurements from large-scale tests at LIM with prediction by present set of
formulae (Equations 12-17). From top to bottom: impact forces (left) and overturning moments (right),
positive (shoreward) quasi-static forces (left) and overturning moments (right).

6. New prediction formulae for impacting wave loads
The relative importance of the incident wave height and wavelength on horizontal wave impacts has been
discussed. It is proposed that the total impacting horizontal (shoreward) force in the seaward direction of a
vertical structure be given by:


h −d
Fh ,imp( 1 / 250 ) = ρg ⋅ H m 0 ⋅ L( hs ) ⋅ 1 − b
d







(12)

where L(hs) is the wavelength at the toe of the structure, for T = Tm and α is an empirical coefficient taken as
1.65. Equation 12 is valid for 0.2m< Hm0 <0.7m, 0.5m < d < 1.3m, and 2.0s < Tm < 3.7s.
The term in brackets in Equation 12 represents the difference between the water depth d at the structure and
the water depth at breaking (hb) and to a certain degree accounts for the severity of the breaking at the
structure. Here, hb is evaluated by the Miche (1944) breaking criteria assuming Hb=Hm0:

hb =



H m0
1
arctanh 

k
 0.14 ⋅ L( hs ) 

(13)

where k =2π / L(hs).
Predictions by Equation 12 compare well with wave impact forces as measured during the physical model
tests, as shown on the left-hand side of top panel in Figure 11. Since the structural configuration used in the
experiment had no porous berm (the foreshore consisting of an impermeable slope) the reflection coefficient
2
Cr in Equation 12 has been taken equal to 1 (full reflection) to get predictions in Figure 11. Overall R = 0.41
for this distribution.
The goodness of fit to the Big-VOWS data by predictions using Equation 12 has been compared to those by
existing methods in § 2 in terms of: bias, standard deviation σ and the summed square of residuals (or sum
of squares due to error, SSE), defined as:
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N

( yi − yˆ i )2

i =1

σ2

SSE = ∑

where N is the number of test,

(14)

yi

is the measured force (at 1/250 level),

ŷi

the prediction and σ is the total
2

variance of the data. Results are summarised in Table 2, confirming improvement in predictions over existing
methods.
Table 2 Impact horizontal (shoreward) forces: comparison between measurements under Big-VOWS and
predictions by existing methods (§2) and present formula (Equation 12).
Author
Goda (1974)
Goda (2000) - Takahashi et al. (1994)
Hiroi (1920)
Hiroi (1920)
Minikin (1963)
Minikin (1963)
Blackmore & Houson (1984)
Blackmore & Houson (1984)
PROVERBS (2001)
PROVERBS (2001)
PROVERBS (2001)
Allsop & Vicinanza (1996)
Allsop & Vicinanza (1996)
Present Formula (Equation 12)

Foreshore

Rocky ( 
λ = 0.3)
Beaches (λ = 0.5)
Slope 1:10
Slope (Any)
Slope 1:20

Design wave height
Hmax
Hmax
H1/3
Hmax
H1/3
Hmax
Hmax
Hmax
Hb
Hb
Hb
H1/3
Hmax
Hm0

Bias
-0.93
-0.63
-0.96
-0.15
-2.09
-0.38
-3.12
-1.67
0.33
0.20
0.22
-0.48
0.33
0.09

σ
1.91
1.32
2.17
0.80
4.85
1.50
5.66
3.18
0.50
0.60
0.58
0.98
0.49
0.28

SSE
89
77
92
60
112
89
126
111
1723
670
779
47
542
18

The following expression is suggested for the design overturning moment corresponding to the horizontal
impact force given by Equation 12:

M z ,imp( 1 / 250 ) = Fh ,imp( 1 / 250 ) ⋅
H


d ⋅  0.78 ⋅ m 0 + 0.34 
d



(15)

valid for 0.2m < Hm0 <0.7m and 0.5m < d < 1.3m.
Overturning moments Mz;imp due to impacts pressures Fh,imp derived from Equation 15 are plotted on the righthand side of the top panel of Figure 11, R2 =.0.74

7. New prediction formulae for quasi-static part of
breaking wave loads
This section compares results and derives formulae for the quasi-static component of the horizontal
(shoreward) forces and corresponding overturning moment. It should be borne in mind that quasi-static loads
referred to in this section do not correspond to the pulsating loads exerted by standing waves, for which well
established prediction methods exists (Goda, 2000 and Sainflou, 1928) but rather to the slowly-varying load
applied by breaking waves. The total quasi-static horizontal (shoreward) force on the seaward face of the
wall can be expressed as:

Fh,qs +(1/ 250) = α ⋅ ρg ⋅ H m 0 2

HRPP488
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where Hm0 is the significant wave height at the toe of the structure and
fitted to the new experimental data.

α

= 4.76 is an empirical coefficient

Comparison of quasi-static horizontal (shoreward) forces as measured during the physical model tests are
compared to predictions by Equation 16 on the left-hand side of the central panel of Figure 11, for this fit R2 =
0.72.
As expected, both water depth at the structure (d) and incident significant wave height (Hm0) influence the
lever arm of the horizontal force Fh. Their relative importance has been taken into account in the following
expression for the design overturning moment corresponding to the horizontal pulsating force given by
Equation 16:

M z ,qs +( 1 / 250 ) = Fh ,qs +( 1 / 250 ) ⋅
H


d ⋅  0.43 ⋅ m 0 + 0.59 
d



(17)

Overturning moments due to pulsating shoreward pressures are compared to predictions (using Equation
17) on the right-hand side of the central panel of Figure 11. For this distribution R2 = 0.74.
The bias, standard deviation and sums of squares due to error using Equations 16 are compared in Table 3
to those by the predictions methods reviewed in § 2. Goda’s method is confirmed to give the best prediction
of shoreward pulsating loads, among existing prediction methods, with Equation 16 representing a much
simpler but nevertheless accurate alternative.

8. Comparison with other data sets
Within the framework of PROVERBS project, an extended set of physical model
tests at large and small scale were run respectively in the Large Wave Flume (GWK) of Hannover, Germany
and in the Deep Wave Flume (DWF) at Hydraulic Research Wallingford (HRW), UK.

8.1. The GWK data set
The GWK is 320m long, 5m wide and 7m deep and is equipped with a wave generator for both regular and
random waves. Waves up to 2m high and 9.4s period were used in the experiments. A 6m-high vertical wall
was located at the top of an inclined sea-bed (slope 1:20) and instrumented by mean of 28 pressure
transducers, sampling at 11kHz. The water depth at the paddle was 3.0m, but reduced up to 1.6m at the wall
(Oumeraci et al. 1992). Relative importance of sampling rate on the accuracy of impact loads measurements
was also discussed (see Schmidt et al. 1992 and Oumeraci et al. 1994), with a reduction in the maximum
impact pressure of almost 20% when a sampling rate lower than 1kHz was used. Force maxima were found
(as expected) to be less sensitive to the sampling frequency.

8.2. The HRW data set
The Deep Wave Flume (DWF) at HRW was 52m long with water depth at the paddle between 0.8m and
1.75m, and divided into three parallel channels: two “absorbing” side-channels, each 0.9m wide, 42m long
and one central “test” channel 1.2m wide, 52m long. For these experiments, from deep water near the
paddle, the seabed sloped initially at 1:10 with a gradual transition to a more gentle 1:50 slope, and
terminated in a 5m flat section where the model was placed. Eleven structures were tested, including a
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simple vertical wall and composite walls with different mound geometries. Pressure transducers were
installed at 8 positions on the front face of the caisson, 4 on the underside and 4 just below the surface of the
rubble mound, all the transducers were logged at 400Hz. Random sea state were used for all the tests,
generated according to Jonswap spectra. The tests are described in depth in Allsop et al. (1996c).

8.3. Scale effects
For practical use, data from physical model tests need back-scaling to prototype scale.
It is widely recognised that use of Froude similarity for back-scaling wave impact recorded at different scales
may lead to over-estimation of impact maxima. In the following, wave impact maxima have been scaled
using the model proposed by Cuomo and Allsop (2008), based on the “compression model law” originally
proposed by Mitsuyasu (1966) and successively extended by Lundgren (1969) and Takahashi et al. (1985).
Let us introduce the Bagnold number as the relative peak pressure (after Takahashi et al., 1985):

Bg =

ρ ⋅ k B ⋅ u 02

(18)

P0 ⋅ D B

where u0 is the wave characteristic velocity, P0 the atmospheric pressure, kB is the effective water mass and
DB is the thickness of the air layer compressed at impact. Parameters kB, u0 and DB depend on the
geometrical characteristics of the flow at impact.
Takahashi et al (1985) solved the equation of motion under the assumption of adiabatic compression of air at
impact, for the case and no air leakage, deriving the following functional relationship:

P
Bg = 5 ⋅  max
 P0






2/ 7

P
+ 2 ⋅  max
 P0





−5 / 7

−7

(19)

From Equation 19 above it is evident that the ratio Pmax/P0 depends on the Bagnold number; since the
reference (atmospheric) pressure P0 cannot be scaled in the model, measurements need to be corrected
(multiplied) by a factor λs given by:

λs =

HRPP488

(Pmax,P − P0 ) P0
(Pmax,M − P0 ) P0

(20)
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Figure 12
Idealised representation of wave profile at incipient breaking with definition of most
informative geometrical parameters.
In order to compare prediction from measurement at different scales, data from GWK and HRW were
normalised to the LIM model scale, i.e to an averaged Bagnold number BgP = 0.06. Pressures from each
experiment in the GWK and HRW data sets were scaled according to their corresponding Bagnold numbers
(averaged Bagnold numbers were equal to 0.08 and 0.03 respectively; left-hand side of Figure 13) leading to
(averaged) scale corrections of about 1.18 and 0.66 respectively for the large scale tests at GWK and the
small scale tests at HRW (right-hand side of Figure 13).

Figure 13
“Compression law” in the range of Bagnold numbers corresponding to physical model tests
at large (GWK) and small (HRW) scale under PROVERBS.
The above procedure can be used to scale forces predicted by Equation 12 to prototype scale. To facilitate
back-scaling from model to prototype scale, correction factors have been derived for Bagnold numbers
between 0 and 1. Results are given in Figure 14. Graphs in Figure 14 can be used for back-scaling
predictions by Equation 12 to prototype scale. For example, let the model to prototype ratio be 1:10; to backscale results from physical model tests at LIM (average Bagnold number =0.06) to prototype scale (Bagnold
number = 0.6) requires multiplying prediction by Equation 12 by a “corrected” scaling factor equal to 4.75
(right-hand side of Figure 14) instead of 10 (using Froude).
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Figure 14
“Compression law” in the range of Bagnold numbers ranging between 0 and 1 for use in
back-scaling results from physical model test to prototype scale.
Since tests carried out during PROVERBS were performed using more absorbing structures, Equation 12
had to be extended to include effect of the reflection coefficient of the structure, leading to:


h −d
Fh,imp (1 / 250) = C r α ⋅ ρg ⋅ H m 0 ⋅ L(hs ) ⋅ 1 − b
d







(21)

where Cr is the reflection coefficient of the structure. Equation 23 reduces to Equation 12 when the structure
is fully reflective, as in the case of the new tests series.
In presence of a significant permeable mound, the effect of heavy wave breaking on Cr can be accounted for
by assuming:
Cr = 0.7 – 0.9

for little breaking and low mounds

Cr = 0.5 – 0.7

for heavy breaking and/or large mounds

Wave transmission due to overtopping might also reduce impact forces. Analysis of laboratory data by Allsop
et al. (1994) suggests simple limits for plain vertical walls where some overtopping may reduce the
reflections:
Cr = 0.9

for 1.0 < Rc / Hs < 3.0

Cr = 0.8 + 0.1 Rc / Hs

for 0.4 < Rc / Hs < 1.0

To compare measurement from physical model tests at different scales, we applied the procedure described
in section 8.3 to homogenize data to a single scale. Results are shown in Figure 15, with the scales
measured force compared with prediction by Equation 21. When compared to scatter in prediction by
alternative methods as in Figure 6, results are satisfactory over the whole range of measurement (note that a
linear scale is used in this graph). Predictions by Equation 21 fit satisfactorily well with measurements at
GWK (average Fh,imp Measured/Predictied ~ 1) while they overestimate the HRW data by ∼60%, probably
due to the relatively low sampling rate (400 Hz) used during testing.
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Figure 15
Comparison of prediction by Equation 12 with (scaled) measurements of wave impacts at
large and small scale from physical model tests at GWK and HRW under PROVERBS project.

9. Pressure distribution up the wall
It is generally assumed that the maximum pressure occurs at the still water level (s.w.l.). Hull and Müller
(2002) made a large number of observations on breaker heights, shapes and pressures at seawalls. It was
reported that the magnitude and location of pressure maxima vary accordingly to the breaker type at the
wall. The point of maximum pressure shifts from a position above the still water level (s.w.l.) for a wave on
the point of breaking (“flip-through”), to the s.w.l. for breakers entrapping air pockets to below the s.w.l. for a
plunging bore. Moreover, the authors warned that, although the maximum pressure corresponds to a large
air pocket breaker and is localised at the s.w.l., when a flip-through occurs, local pressures above the s.w.l.
can be higher than those generated by a large air pocket breaker at the same location. Observations of
pressure distribution on the wall as recorded during model tests on sea walls are presented in the following,
in terms of spatial variability of both pulsating (quasi-static) and impact pressures.

9.1. Quasi-static pressures
Dimensionless quasi-static pressures (Pqs,1/250/ρgHm0) recorded by the vertical array of pressure transducers
during the Big-VOWS physical model tests are plotted in Figure 16. The relative location of the transducers
up the wall is normalised by (z k − d ) H m 0 , where zk = 0.1m + (k-1) 0.2m is the height (in meters) of the
th

k transducer above the toe of the wall.
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Figure 16
Spatial distribution of normalised quasi-static positive (shoreward) pressure as a function of
the relative location of pressure transducers up the wall
The wave-induced quasi-static pressures tend to be relatively large up the wall, up to more than twice Hm0
above the s.w.l. Tentative interpolating curves have been fitted and are superimposed to the experimental
data. For shoreward Pqs+ pressures, the analytical expressions of curve on the left-hand side of Figure 16 is:

Pqs +(1/ 250 ) / ρgH m 0 =

− 0.054 ⋅ y 3 + 0.43 ⋅ y 2 − 1.4 ⋅ y + 2.7
y 2 − 0.68 y + 1.6

(22)

Equation 22 above is valid for −4.5 < y < 4.5, R = 0.4.
2

It must be stressed that experimental data shown in Figure 16 are averaged over the four maximum values
recorded during each test by each pressure sensor and thus relatively independent since they do not
necessarily correspond to the same wave. Furthermore, since Equation 22 was fitted over the whole data
set, it might under-estimate most intense loadings and under-estimate the lowest. For these reasons, they
should not be employed as an alternative method for the evaluation of the overall load to be used in design.
Accuracy of predictions by Equation 22 decreases near the still water level, with measured maximum
pressures exceeding prediction by a factor of three. Nevertheless, use of Equations 22 with its
corresponding safety factor (3x) is particularly useful and recommended when assessing the local stability of
elements located up the wall, away from the s.w.l. (i.e., elements of blockwork structures, parapet walls,
crownwalls...) and wave run-up on vertical or very steep walls.
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9.2. Impact pressures
Dimensionless impact pressures (Pimp,(1/250) / ρgHm0) on the wall recorded during the physical model tests are

(

plotted versus the relative elevation of the transducers (zk z k − d

)

H m 0 in Figure 16 for the two water

depths, d = 0.53m (left) and d = 0.83m (right). As expected, pressure distribution on the wall at impact show
much larger values accompanied by a much higher degree of scatter. Nevertheless, a few observations can
be derived from Figure 16. At a water depth, d = 0.53m, most impacts resulted from breakers plunging
against the wall trapping air pockets (confirmed by both video-recordings and noises during testing);
experimental evidence in Figure 16 confirms that in these conditions maximum impact pressures occur at the
s.w.l. (Hull and Müller 2002). During the tests carried out at d = 0.83m, a wider selection of breaker types
reached the structure, as confirmed by the scatter of wave pressure maxima around the s.w.l.

10.Pressure impulse
Using the methodology described by McConnell & Kortenhaus (1997), pressure impulses I on the wall were
evaluated for the four severest force events within each 1000-wave test according to:

Ι=

Pimp
2

(

⋅ t imp − t 0

)
(23)

where Pmax is the maximum pressure recorded by each transducer within an impact event, and timp and t0 are
respectively the time when the pressure reaches its maximum P = Pimp and up-crosses the threshold of P =
Pmin defined in Equation 11 (McConnell and Kortenhaus, 1997).
Pressure impulses were non-dimesionalised as I/ρHU, where H is a spatial scale of the event and U is a
water particle velocity in the crest of the wave. Averaged, minimum and maximum dimensionless pressure
impulses from eight tests selected among the whole set of experiments are plotted in Figure 18 against
relative elevation of the transducers up the wall (z/d).
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Figure 17
Impact pressure distribution as a function of the relative location of pressure transducers up
the wall; d = 0.53m (left) and d = 0.83m (right).
The pressures predicted by pressure-impulse theory assuming no air entrapment (Cooker and Peregrine,
1990b; dashed line) and wave bounce back (Wood et al., 2000; solid line), are also shown. As neither
measurements of particle velocity nor air content had been taken during the experiments, the following
assumption has been made in the calculation:
 the spatial scale H has been taken as H = d + Hm0/2;
 the air pocket has been assumed to have diameter AD = Hm0/3 and its centre to be located at 0.5AD
above the s.w.l. (assuming a vertical asymmetry crest/trough of the wave profile at breaking of
approximately 0.7/0.3, Figure 12);
 the velocity scale U has been assumed equal to the velocity of a solitary wave having height Hm0 and
therefore velocity

U = u0 =

g(d + H m 0 ) (Munk, 1949).

Due to the simplifications made in the computations, and the large variability of phenomena observed during
the testing, the scatter of measurements around predictions was expected to be large. Nevertheless the
comparison shows a relatively good agreement (within a factor of 2) of measurements with theoretical
predictions, confirming wave pressure impulse to be a more consistent feature of impact loading than the
pressure maxima, so pressure-impulse theory can be taken to represent a widely applicable method to the
solution of water impact problems.
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Figure 18
Pressure impulse distribution up the wall. Predictions shown are Cooker and Peregrine
(1990) without air (solid lines) and Wood et al. (2000) with “bounce back” (dashed lines).

10.1. Impact rise-times
Since wave impulse is a finite quantity, most intense wave impacts have shorter rise times tr = timp-t0, This is
confirmed in Figure 19 with impact maxima Fimp plotted versus their corresponding rise times tr.
Based on conservation of momentum, the following semi-empirical relation between impact maxima and rise
times has been proposed in the past by several authors:

Fimp = a ⋅ t rb

(24)

where a and b are empirical coefficients chosen so that Equation 24 envelopes scattered data such as in
Figure 19. The solid line in Figure 19 obeys Equation 24 with a = 7 and b = -0.6.
Largest impacts recorded during physical model tests have rise time tr << 0.05s but significant impacts were
recorded with tr = O(0.1s). Even after back-scaling to prototype scale such rise-times fall within the range of
the natural periods of vibration (Tn) of prototype structures (0.05s < Tn < 1s) and therefore the effective
impact load to be used in design depends on the dynamic response of the structure that might amplify
(for tr~Tn) or (more likely) reduce (tr<<Tn) wave-induced loads.
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Figure 19
Impact force maxima and rise times recorded during physical model tests; solid line obeys
Equation 24 with a =7 and b =-0.6.

11.Conclusions and further work
Detailed measurements of breaking wave pressures on a 10:1 battered seawall have been made in a large
scale facility to study breaking wave effects on vertical face coastal structures such as seawalls and caissons
breakwaters and to quantify the contribution of wave activity to both pulsating and impact loads on this kind
of structures.
Comparison of new dataset with existing prediction methods highlighted large scatter in estimates of impact
force maxima by previous study and significant underestimation of most severe loads, calling for the
development of a new tool, based on physically rational basis.
Based on past and new observations, a set of physically-rational prediction formulae for both quasi-static
and impact forces and overturning moments have been proposed, given by:
Fh ,imp( 1 / 250 ) =


hb − d
C r 1.65 ⋅ ρ g ⋅ H m 0 ⋅ L( hs ) ⋅ 1 −

d







−

Impact:

−

Quasi-static (shoreward): Fh ,qs +( 1 / 250 ) = 4.8 ⋅ ρ g ⋅ H m 0

2

Despite their simplicity, predictions by the above formulae compare more than satisfactorily with new
observations over the whole range of parameter tested (0.2m < Hm0<0.7m, 0.5m < d <1.3m, 2.0s <Tm<3.7s).
Nevertheless, due to their empirical nature, application of the above equations is restricted to vertical and
almost vertical structures on steep foreshore subject to breaking wave attack and recourse to other datasets
is needed before the new formulae can be fully verified and calibrated to include effect of different structural
geometry (e.g. composite vertical structures) and more complex wave attack (e.g. bimodal spectra; oblique
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incidence). Nevertheless, an initial comparison with measurements at small and large scales during
PROVERBS gave encouraging results.
Shoreward pressure distribution up the wall have been derived from observations from physical model tests
that can be used when assessing the local stability of elements located up the wall such as elements of
blockwork structures, parapet walls and crownwalls.
Impact pressures distribution and duration is confirmed to depend on several mechanisms and to largely
vary even under similar conditions. Using assumptions based on a mixture of past and present empirical
observation and theoretical expressions from wave theory distribution of wave impulse up the wall at impact
has also been derived and successfully compared with observations, confirming pressure-impulse theory to
represent a widely applicable method to the solution of water impact problems.
Impacts recorded during physical model tests have rise times falling in the range of the natural periods of
vibration of prototype structures. For such reason, after using Equation 13, the effective load for use in
design should be corrected for the dynamic response of prototype structure. The stochastic nature of impact
loading and scale effects should also be accounted for; guidance for the evaluation of the effective design
load can be found in Oumeraci et al. (2001) an improved methodology has been recently formulated in
Cuomo (2005), based on joint probability of impact force maxima and rise times.
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